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Intro



Intro Problematics by P.O.VContext

* Piper, K. (2019, January 18). Science funding is a mess. Could grant lotteries make it better? Vox. 

Retrieved March 28, 2022. 
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Citizens already fund big part of scientific discoveries through state taxes. 

Nevertheless, they get unequal and limited access to healthcare, with high costs & sometimes 
unaffordable drugs for life-saving treatments.

Constant fighting for funding undermines researcher’s work, drives them to overpromise and engage 
in questionable practices, over-incentivizing publication in top journals, disincentivizing replications of 
existing work, and stifling creativity and intellectual risk-taking. * 

Citizens POV

Scientist POV

https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/1/18/18183939/science-funding-grant-lotteries-research


Intro Scientific-Funding IssuesContext

These difficulties lead to increased frustration among scientists, who must deal with 
complex and time-consuming grant applications, lack of access to peer review, and very 
restrictive indexed journals resulting in publication silos, just to name a few. 



Major drop-out rates are the most prevalent issue stemming from a lack of resources. 


The current funding system for science 
adequate tools to 

successfully finance its field. 

fails to provide 
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About



Using , we can 
successfully finance scientific research and 
development projects that could drive 

life-saving discoveries while rewarding 
contributing supporters.



alt-funding methods

About Hypothesis
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Decentralized Community-Based

Funding Technologies

ViralCure Cliff of resignation

About Bridging the gap

ViralCure acts as a support system, complementing the efforts being made through other methods to amplify 
the amount of research that can be done over time.
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ViralCure is an  
where crowd-based funding initiatives 
support healthcare-oriented research and 
development. 

impact-first DeSci project

About Definition

Made for Scientists & Science Supporters

ViralCure is transparent, autonomous & self-sufficient.
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We aim to incentivize open, crowd-sourced 
ways to validate and support scientific 
research, 

.



filling traditional funding methods' 

gaps in resource-poor communities

About Mission

The future of Science must be open, transparent and accessible to all.
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Fund, Reward & Encourage 





About Goals
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Offer a sustainable funding flow for Scientific Research.

Reward the supporters on a DeFi Platform.

Accelerate the output of Research & Development related to healthcare.

Inaugurate a new way to connect scientists and researchers with their supporters.

Enable alternatives for people to support causes close to their needs. 

Share open access to novel discoveries and treatments.

ViralCure DeSci Alt-funding Aggregator
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About Initial Scientific Advisory Committee (S.A.C)
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ViralCure's backbone is powered by a prestigious Scientific Committee with world-class academic rigor.

Through its specific knowledge of the scientific and medical field, the S.A.C’s work is critical to guaranteeing our 

high-level proof-of-legitimacy.
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Learn More+

https://viralcure.org/committee


Ecosystem



Ecosystem

ViralCure is envisioned as a DeFi mechanism & virtuous ecosystem. 

Each module aggregates alternative collaboration methods to solve fundraising needs for scientific initiatives framed as Projects.
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Overview + How it WorksViralCure DApp

ViralCure DeSci Alt-funding Aggregator
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Ecosystem
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Main Components: Hub, Starter, Market & Pool





Main ComponentsViralCure DApp

VC.Hub

VC.Pool

VC.Starter

VC.Market

The entry point for all scientific initiatives of the platform – ViralCure Hub lists every Lab's journey. It showcases all relevant community-generated 
content in ViralCure and constitutes a shared knowledge base for our ecosystem.

A vault where funds get stored and placed into yield-generating protocols to ensure the long-term sustainability of ViralCure and its funding efforts 
via revenue-generating protocols.

A decentralized launchpad for exploring and interacting with projects and their fundraising campaigns within ViralCure.

A digital marketplace to mint and trade NFTs. In later stages, it will accommodate tokenized by-products and other assets.

ViralCure DeSci Alt-funding Aggregator



Researchers: Lead and Individual researchers seeking to publish and raise funds for their projects.

Backers: Scientific and non-scientific community members who want to support specific initiatives inside the platform or ViralCure.org as a project.

Scientific Advisory Committee: Renowned professionals on the healthcare sciences and medical field who want to participate in curating and 
assessing the content published throughout ViralCure.

ViralCure Core Team: Management, product, and development stakeholders in charge of driving ViralCure’s first stable 
versions and future evolutions.

NFT Creators: Individuals or organizations who, by tokenizing any type of digital media and then selling it on ViralCure Market, distribute 
total or partial proceeds to specific endeavors on the ViralCure Pool.

Main Roles: Researchers, Backers, Scientific 
Advisory Committee & NFT Creators





Ecosystem
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Main RolesViralCure DApp

ViralCure DeSci Alt-funding Aggregator



Funding systems: Crypto and Fiat friendly

Campaigns, Spot Donations, Patented IP 
Sales, Usage License Sales, Artistic-NFT 
Sales and more. 
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COMING SOON

Usage License Sales: Patent 
owners can offer Tokenized 
Licenses to interested parties for 
their products' development, 
commercialization and 
distribution. These will be sold 
partially or entirely in the market, 
and offer buyers diversified 
usage rights over scientific 
discoveries launched at VC. 

Artistic-NFT Sales: Artistic-NFTs 
sold in the market contribute to 
specific projects and VC Pool. 
NFT Creators can choose how 
much they want to donate to 
ViralCure when listing their NFTs, 
boosting their voting power 
accordingly.

Campaigns: Researchers can 
use an all-or-nothing fundraising 
model to get a specific amount 
of money in a limited time. 
Backers who donate to 
campaigns will get their voting 
power boosted.

Spot Donations: Labs and 
ViralCure itself can benefit from 
direct -crypto or fiat- 
contributions to their funding 
pools. Backers who want to 
support a specific DeSci Lab or 
the VC Pool will get their voting 
power boosted.

Patented IP Sales: Researchers 
can create fractionalized patents 
from research projects and sell 
them directly on the market. 
Backers can own a part of a 
research output's IP and get 
royalties (when licensed).

Ecosystem Funding systemsViralCure DApp

ViralCure DeSci Alt-funding Aggregator

COMING SOON COMING SOON COMING SOON Live now!
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ViralCure DAO is the institutional 
representation of the ViralCure’s Protocol.



A tripartite governance system rules over ViralCureDAO. It is formed by the Scientific Committee, the community, and our Web3 multidisciplinary experts that 
make up the Product Core Team. Parties with verified know-how will always assist in decision making, ensuring an inclusive yet informed overall performance.
















Scientific Advisory Committee / The Scientific Advisory Committee assesses and curates quality content for research 
initiatives.

Core Team / The Core Team addresses strategic decisions, viability and implementation.


Token Holders /  The Community of $CURE holders will initially decide over some of the project treasury allocations. Later it will 
have the power to choose successful Researchers and Reviewers as members of the S.A.C and vote on Protocol upgrades.



Scientific

Advisory


Committee

Token Holders

Core Team

*The topology shown in this graph is for illustrative purposes only. The percentages will be agreed upon via governance systems.


Ecosystem OverviewViralCure DApp
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$CURE: Our native protocol token $CURE will serve as a governance and utility token, enabling seamless governance 
of ViralCure DAO and aligning incentives within the community.

COMING SOON

PoC–NFT: NFTs issued as Proof-of-Collaboration (PoC) for nominal donations made to a project, Lab, or ViralCure. 
PoC-NFTs will reward their holders with increased voting power.

COMING SOON

IP–NFT: Intellectual Property is offered as a novel fundraising mechanism. IP-NFTs allow for new monetization models 
of intellectual property, leveraging distributed ledger technologies to manage the ownership of IP rights.

License–NFT: The License–NFT gives the owner different potential rights, ranging from marketing to manufacturing rights. 

Artistic–NFT: Artworks, collectibles, and experiences from artists/patrons listed in the Market to support VC 
by donating part of the sales proceeds to the ViralCure Pool.

Tokens & Governance: $CURE & NFTs
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Initially, assets will provide pro-rata voting power: The assets that are involved in the governance process of ViralCure are:









Ecosystem Tokens & GovernanceViralCure DApp
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COMING SOON

COMING SOON



Institutional
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Institutional Roadmap

ViralCure DeSci Alt-funding Aggregator

Pilot

Earliest implementation of the 
platform showcasing the first of 
many funding methods: Direct 
sales of artistic NFTs to finance 
scientific initiatives introduced 
through the project's hub.


MVP

Platform’s main modules 

deployment to convey all 

altruistic power from backer’s 

donations via project 

campaigns, Market NFT sales 

and spot donations to scientific 

endeavors and the VC pool. 


IDO

Initial descentalized offer of 

our native web3 token $CURE 

to foster new governance 

possibilities.



V1

Protocol’s first complete set of 

features with novel funding 

methods including tokenized 

fractions of patents and $CURE 

as a governance token for DAO 

initiatives. 




V2

Enhanced ecosystem 

capabilities with tokenized 

license sales at the market, 

enabling royalties for 

purchased IP-NFTs. As well as 

new incentives for DAO 

members.






Institutional Allies

VC has entered into strategic partnerships with other impact-driven Web3 projects willing to contribute to 
scientific research funding. While the shape and scale of each contribution may differ, they all play a part in the 
success of our mission.





#HCCOMVIDA

ViralCure partnered up with Hospital das Clínicas da 
Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo to 
create their official CrowdFunding Platform during the 
Covid-19 pandemic. 

Paradox1

Explore the world of science, technology and 
innovation through an immersive internet experience 
on the metaverse.

THEOS

Pool originators can determine that a percentage of the 
NFT trades go to the ViralCure Pool.


Artemis

Artemis has the power to take VC’s NFTs to the 
International Space Station and back enabling new 
connections between entertainment, music and outer 
space to fund scientific research.


PlanetaryX

A portion of specific PlanetaryX trades will be shared 
with the ViralCure Pool.


GoodNoise

By acquiring music NFTs, you can contribute to 
ViralCure’s mission, while providing artists with 
opportunities for success.
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Institutional Trajectory
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MABLOC BIOTECH

CO-FOUNDING & 

PARTNERSHIP



Hospital Das Clinicas

#HCCOMVIDA by VC



Global Pandemic Shield

by VC


Official revamp launch of 
viralcure.org



ViralCure DApp 
Soft Launch



ViralCure Token IDO, 
Tokenized Patents & DAO 

Incentives




2017 2020 2021 20222022 2023

Successful funding of 
plasma trials for clinical 

research into treatments for 
coronavirus (COVID-19).



Research on monoclonal 
antibodies for Yellow Fever/

Dengue & Zika/West Nile 
Fever, funded through NFTs.



ViralCure goes live with its 
DApp and Marketplace 
features.








The VC HC campaign 
raised +R70M for Hospital 
das Clinicas during the 
pandemic. 



The greatest donation 
campaign for COVID19 in 
Brazil 




GPS is born as the first 
ViralCure marketplace to 
finance Medical R&D 
through alternative 
methods.


ViralCure launched as an 
entity and platform for 
healthcare research and 
development supported 
by Web3 technology.







Token IDO, $CURE DAO 
incentives, tokenized 
patent fractions & royalties 
for iP-NFT








The evolution of science has shown that we must build upon shared efforts to move discussions forward and bring 
innovation closer.



We've got a track record of successful partnerships in the healthcare sector that have helped us meet our goals of helping hundreds of people.












Access to information and support for scientific research and study 
groups is reduced to a small monopolistic group of BigPharma and a 
few related industries.

DeFi + 

DeSci



Join our mission


viralcure.org


The cure needs to go viral



